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Supporting our environment

Policy highlights

New Zealand has an incredible natural environment and National
is committed to protecting it for future generations.

•

Predator Free 2050 – a plan to
eradicate rats, stoats and possums
and protect native species

•

11 new marine reserves since 2009

•

Higher fees for tourists using our Great
Walks to support conservation

•

New Zealand’s first Threatened
Species Strategy

•

$76m investment in DOC’s visitor
facilities and infrastructure to
support tourism

•

A plan for 100,000 wild kiwi by 2030

•

Battle for our Birds – largest predator
control operation in history

•

60 new huts and 1000km of track built
since 2009

•

$21m kauri dieback response
programme

•

Wilding conifer control of more than
1 million hectares a year

•

$26m support for community
conservation work

•

More than $100m in funding
from partnerships with business,
philanthropists and the community

National’s smart, modern, BlueGreen approach to conservation is
about getting the entire country involved, combining the energy
of thousands of committed volunteers and the backing of business
with the expertise and resources of the Government.
We’ve launched Predator Free New Zealand 2050, backing New
Zealanders to achieve something once thought impossible eradicating introduced rats, stoats and possums threatening our
native wildlife with extinction. We are committed to restoring our
native wildlife populations, bringing back more kiwi, kea and kaka
to our forests.
And with tourism booming, supporting jobs and businesses in
our regions, we’re investing in tourism facilities to help ensure our
environment can cater to increasing numbers of visitors.

“We are committed to a
Predator Free New Zealand
by 2050, helping protect
our native species from
introduced pests.”
−− Conservation spokesperson Maggie Barry
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National is...
Backing predator free
•

Implementing Predator Free 2050 with major
large-scale pest control and science investment,
backed up by community support

•

Wellington, Dunedin and Picton have become the
first communities to commit to Predator Free status

•

A network of DOC rangers is helping to coordinate
efforts on the ground

•

Predator Free 2050 Ltd has begun investing in the
breakthrough science we need to make it happen

Supporting tourism
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•

Budget 2017 committed $76m in new funding for
DOC to support tourism and create jobs for New
Zealanders

•

We’re building three new Great Walks and
expanding the range of opportunities for everyone
to enjoy New Zealand’s conservation land

•

We’re introducing higher fees for overseas visitors
using DOC facilities to ensure their upkeep is paid
for fairly, and all New Zealanders can enjoy them

•

Increased revenue for DOC will maintain worldclass visitor experiences, and allow it get on with
the work of protecting our natural environment
and enabling New Zealanders to enjoy it
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Our results...
•

Overseen the three largest predator control
operations in New Zealand history – Battle for
our Birds 2014, 2016 and 2017 – to protect
native species

•

Developed a Threatened Species Strategy to set
out a course to a safe, secure future for our native
species, focused on increasing populations

•

Empowered DOC to access commercial and
community partnerships worth $100m over the
last six years

•

Funded an $11.2m kiwi recovery programme to
save our national bird from extinction in the wild

•

Tackled kauri dieback with a $21.6m programme of
track and facility upgrades to prevent the spread
of the disease

•

Invested in conservation research and technology
through the Biological Heritage National Science
Challenge and the Conservation and Environment
Science Roadmap
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•

Launched a War on Weeds and the wilding
conifers smothering our native landscapes

•

Created 11 new marine reserves since 2009

•

Introduced robust laws for ensuring economic
activities in the EEZ meet world’s best practice

•

Built 60 new huts and 1000km of track – including
the Paparoa Great Walk

•

Launched the Landmarks pilot project to promote
natural and cultural heritage sites in Northland

•

Good to Grow partnership with Corrections
enables prisoners to contribute to conservation
and learn new skills
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What we will
do next...
•

Build on the early success of Predator Free 2050 by
investing $69.2m over the next four years to boost
community groups and expand DOC’s operations

•

Double the size of the DOC Community Fund to
support community conservation initiatives

•

Implement the Threatened Species Strategy to
expand native wildlife protection

•

Build two new Great Walks and complete the
under construction Paparoa Great Walk

•

Launch a network of Great Day Walks and Great
Short Walks

•

Increase charges for foreign visitors using our Great
Walks to ensure they continue to be a world-class
experience and provide additional resources
for DOC

Don’t put it
all at risk
The Opposition would...
−− Labour and the Greens will take DOC back to the
Stone Age by turning away partnerships with the
community and private sector

−− Anti-science NZ First will stop DOC from using the
proven, effective tools it needs to protect native
species, putting their very survival in doubt

−− The Greens will force DOC to focus on writing
endless plans and policies rather than getting
on with the job
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